
COMING SOON Bonnie Bio 
from Cleanstar 
Bonnie Bio’s range of compostable products will 
soon be available from Cleanstar. 

The range will include a variety of PLA internationally 
certified garbage bags (small to large sizes), multi-
purpose bags, and dog bags (good for doggy doo, 
spent nappies, sanitary, medical, and food waste). 
PLA straws of various sizes, gloves, and cutlery 
will also be available from Cleanstar. Bonnie Bio’s 
products are made from plant-based ingredients, 
with no chemical additives or petroleum-based 
products. Products aare naturally compostable and 
decompose when exposed to natural elements such 
as heat, moisture, and microbial activity. Contact the 
Cleanstar team for free samples.

Cleanstar 
03 9460 5655 
sales@cleanstar.com.au 
www.cleanstar.com.au

NEW Dermalux Essentials Hand Soaps 
Dermalux Essentials Hand Soaps effectively remove germs, leaving 
your hands feeling fresh, clean and smelling pleasant.The Dermalux 
Essentials range of hand soaps are developed and made in Australia. 
The range includes liquid and foam hand soaps with delicate 
fragrances of primrose, vanilla, and french vanilla. The Dermalux 
Essentials French Vanilla and Primrose liquid hand soaps are pH 
balanced, ultra-mild and provide a generous lather. The Dermalux 
Essentials Vanilla Hand Soap has a delicate fragrance, presents good 
coverage and a generous lather, and is recommended for use with 
bulk foam soap dispensers.

Whiteley Corporation 
1800 833 566
marketing@whiteley.com.au

Procarpet 30
TASKI Procarpet 30 allows users to select the cleaning 
application that best fits their needs based on turnaround 
time and soil levels. The Procarpet 30 can be set-up for 
deep cleaning extraction for heavy soils or restorative 
type cleaning application or for interim cleaning using 
our specifically formulated encapsulation chemical. 
The Procarpet 30 allows customers to control all carpet 
cleaning activities and select the application that best fits 
their needs. Utilising interim cleaning will help to extend 
the time between deep cleaning activities keeping carpets 
looking better longer without extended dry times.

Diversey Australia 
1800 647 779
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